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BY DR. MARION EDWARDS PARK, BRYN MAWR
WHEN President Blunt asked me tospeak at these commencement exer-
cisesI was keen to accept her invitation.
I amproud to take part in the great day of
a collegefor which I have so much liking
and,still better, so much respect. But such
a summonshas its black as well as its bright
side.A commencement audience is not an
easyone-piece affair but a composite which
bafflesa speaker. It gathers in the graduates
of today and their predecessors, the gradu-
atesof yesterday, the families who have pro-
ducedthem, the teachers who have devised
the work, taught it and then estimated in
the registrar's office how thoroughly it has
beenremembered or how boldly it has been
forgotten, the sm'all group who administer
the financial affairs and the policies of the
collegeand keep it a going concern, and
probablysome neighbors and unconnected
well-wishersthrown in. This complication I
shallnot recognize. I shall make a courtesy
bow to all these trustees, neighbors, faculty,
parentsand alumnse, and speak directly to
thosestudents themselves in whose honor we
havemet and to whose ritual we have
listened.
And I should like to discuss with you not
yourfutures, but mainly your pasts, those
p~ts whose door you technically closed ten
mmutesago-to say to you a little of what
h~sbeen boiling up in my own mind this
wmterabout the four years' training you and
manyother young women have just put to
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trial. Never again will your education be so
fresh in your mind, or you so ready to attack
or defend it. And I can well afford to pass
over everyone else in your favor, because
though you are the Class of 1937 of today
yOll are all potential ly and some will be actu-
ally the trustees, the faculty, the parents and
the alumnae of the next twenty-five years.
It is nothing new in the history of the
processes of civilization to have a new group
filter into and use an old process; and nothing
new to find that the process is used by the
newcomers for some time without any
thought of change from the form in which it
has been standardized. But later on if the new
group increases in numbers and consequently
more attention and interest gathers around it,
if again the new group becomes not only
larger, but different in character, more varied
in its powers and in its purposes and so makes
more demandS on the old routine, then the
question of the fit between the new group ~nd
the old process which at first was used With-
out question rises to the surface. The educa-
tion of women is a good example.
About 75 years ago colleges for women
began to filter into an old educational proc·
ess, the liberal arts rur ticulunt, worked ~ut
so far for men only. They did it, speaklO~
generally, in one of two ways. Some. women s
colleges started in without any definttely Fern-
. . t point of view. As a matter of course they
lOIS d which col-
set up the curriculum and metho .
leges for men had tried and found sattsfac·
II
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tory. Some of them on the other hand with
clenched teeth took over deliberately every
dull detail with a melodramatic purpose; to
prove at once and to prove forever that
women could match men intellectually. But
both approaches, the natural use of the fa-
miliar formulse and the dogged experiment,
had the same result for the women students;
masculine education was everywhere repeated
for the ladies.
I want to speak to you briefly and so quite
superficially today about this, about the man's
curriculum in the woman's college, for with
75 years or more of history behind us OUf
curricula are in general still not different from
those of the men's colleges; the sex of a
college catalog could hardly be determined by
a blind-folded investigator, even a registrar.
Yet enough time has passed over our heads
to give us illuminating experience and per-
haps some new points of view. In 1937 Bryn
Mawr and Connecticut neither need to slip
along unobtrusively in an imitation curricu-
lum nor to prove, hammer and tongs, that
we can carry it. Important ground-work has
changed, too. The group of men, for instance,
which is studying in liberal arts colleges is
itself increased numerically and has become
much more diversified. So has the women's
group which now prepares itself not almost
exclusively for the teaching profession but for
a variety of ends. And finally side by side
with the separate colleges for women co-edu-
cation has risen and been widely adopted, a
development which on the surface might seem
to be a sufficient answer to all my coming
questions, but which isn't actually as I shall
develop in my next commencement speech.
This one, however, appropriately to this
college and this speaker, is limited to the
problem in the separate colleges for women.
Are there reasons for continuing to borrow
the curriculum of colleges for men? If not in
toto where shall the borrowing be replaced by
Our o~'n material and method? Or ought we
to think of our education in wholly new
terms? Our borrowings have certainly
~rought us where we are but some investiga-
tion of them in cold blood by a class which
has just finished a four year trial of them
is justified on one hand and can do no harm
on the other. I regret the investigation for
conventional reasons is a monologue and not
a free for all discussion.
For some of you these questions are already
answered. Men and women alike who wish
to prepare for the professional school and a
later professional career must take from the
general bill of fare the preliminary training
which you both need and which is identical
for both. We need only say in passing that
the women's group here is still smaller and
less varied than the men's. And for some
among you the question is not worth much
discussion. You have used the liberal arts
curriculum for no very clear purpose and have
even successfully got your A.B. degree with-
out reasoning why! And we should hazard
a guess in passing that this women's group is
again, and here fortunately, smaller than the
men's. But some of you and by far the largest
number have used the curriculum to build up
a richer kind of life for yourselves and
(though you are not likely to announce it
when a college president is listening) to make
your decent contribution to the good of so-
ciety, to civilization, to America, to the king-
dom of Heaven on earth-whatever you
choose to call it. In the women's colleges this
group is very numerous and I hope I shall
make clear that its problems are peculiarly
in need of foresight and forethought. They
are exceedingly difficult and their solution is
exceedingly important to society. I shall speak
as though it included you all.
You then, the class of 1937 at Connecticut
College who, confess it or not, have comewith
some seriousness and interest to get for your-
selves a more varied and interesting life and
to make to the civilization into which you
were born a contribution which is satisfactory
to yourse1 ves-you look up with a healthy
appetite to a man-made, woman-used rutriru-
lum. If you have still any feeling of hunger
as students occasionally have, let us discuss
alternatives. The most radical first.
Should women's colleges think of your eda-
cation in wholly new terms, begin to offer
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ehcllynew wares from their counters?
~his an implication which cuts to the
.It wouldbe to agree to inborn, essential
trencesbetweenmen and women only to
md: by differenteducations built on differ-
loundations.There have certainly been
'1yanthropologistsand many laymen, many
,.JIsystems,much religion, much tradition,
,ill)' parentsattempting to establish such in-
'Il essentialdifferences. Don't forget that
.esit hereit is a widely used contemporary
!COry.On such anthropology the present
·.lIional.Socialistand Fascist governments
e theirpolicies in the use of the man and
womancitizen.But apparently the young-
andperhaps the most sound anthropolo-
~,FrankBoas' students, to mention names,
Ltt nowleaning toward the opposite hypoth-
s: theyargue that the so-called sex differ-
esof conduct are the result of social sug-
ionand standardization which though it
neswithvarying patterns of culture occurs
rosruniversally.
Dr. MargaretMead finds, for instance, that
eNewGuinea tribe isolated from the rest
Ii theworld indoctrinates men and women
uallyto cooperation, gentleness, responsive-
s to the needs of others, especially chil-
lren: another equally independent of con-
tstrainsboth sexes to aggression, violence,
thlessness,the women as regardless of the
ildrenas the men. Still a third presses its
roungergenerations into two different molds
u wedo,but makes the boys gentle and emo-
IlOOal1yindependent and the women aggres-
weand dominating. Dr. Mead and her read-
ersnaturallyconclude these different aspects
f behaviorcannot actually be tied up with
x atall.And she proceeds to carry the argu·
mentinto European-American sex traditions
~d standards. Sidney Smith has been there
eefcreher: "As long as boys and girls run
AJoutin the dirt, and trundle hoops together,
»ey are both precisely alike. J f you catch up
""nt half of these creatures, and train them to
1 particularset of actions and opinions, and
other half to a perfectly opposite set, of
rsetheir understandings will differ, as one
. the other sort of occupations has called
this or t~at talent into action. There is surely
no occasion to go into any deeper or more
a?struse reasoning, in order to explain so very
simple a phenomenon."
If Dr. Mead and Sidney Smith are right,
Amencan men and women of 1937 differ
because our society has agreed to indoctrinate
each with the idea that men take by nature
certain attitudes and women certain attitudes'
that the man's attitudes are, say, enterprise:
initiative, fearlessness, and the woman's re-
gard for personal relations, care for human
life, emotional responsiveness.
Two things seem reasonably clear to any-
one pondering on the results of this indoctri-
nation which we only half-recognize: first,
that even in its milder forms, not in Germany
but in New London, it must cramp the indi-
vidual man or woman at every point where he
or she varies from the arbitrary man- or
wornan-pattem, and second, that the whole
texture of our society might be richer if we
did not think in two great formalized groups,
but instead merely as human individuals able
to develop in any possible directions for which
we have the purposes and abilities.
For women, frankly the hypothesis that
apparent, general differences in mind and
character between men and women are not
fundamental or final is not only refreshing
but experimentation with it seems essential,
for society except in an occasional New
Guinea tribe has often doomed us to the
more limited and duller of the two patterns.
And if we are free to work along it at lea~l
until we know more than we know now, l'
may be that not only women but society in
general may profit. .'
This is actually the hypotheSIS by whICH.
women's colleges exist at all. We must re-
member that they were, and indeed still are
not merely a project for the education of more
people but a lively protest again~t beink
treated differently from men, the nse of t
social institution which deliberately tries to
lessen sex distinctions and, however indirect-
I persuade the world to deal with two
:~rms only, one an individual human being
and the other an undivided human group .
I 1
Should we not agree then to act on it, say for
another hundred year experiment to keep the
idea of any curriculum which by and large
serves the purposes of both men ~nd women,
not trying to train you as standardized fe~aI~s
on a new plan of our own but as human indi-
viduals on a plan which includes your brother
and you?
This answer to our question is not merely
an airy agreement; it has many practical im-
plications, though they are more often a wid-
ening out of what we are doing than a crea-
tion of something new. It means among much
else the presence on our faculties of both
men and women so that you shall see for
yourselves that the teacher's, the scholar's life
in this class room differs from the teacher's
and scholar's life as the individual, not
as the sex differs. It means unselfconscious
work-a-day relations with young men com-
parable to unselfconscious work-a-day rela-
tions between young women. It means the
widest possible range of development for the
individual woman. It means especially the
encouragement of and assistance to the young
woman who wants to leave her pattern, attack
a new field, try a new job. Again, where the
results of such indoctrinations face us in
docility, for example, (I am quoting the
abstractions men throw at us), in the lack of
objectivity in opinion, in poor cooperation,
in intellectual tirnidity-c-the woman's college
must place counter-emphasis on initiative, on
give-and-take relations between individuals
in families, communities, and nations, on seri-
ousness, and on the courage on which truth
and liberty must rest.
Now the second of our questions. Grant
that the ends of women's education are the
same as men's because you the students the
individuals, are essentially the same, and'that
the women's colleges would retrogress from
a well-defended position if they revolted
wholly from their inherited curriculum-do
the academic problems of Connecticut and
B~n Mawr differ in no wise from those
wh,~h Amherst and Yale also face? Do any
details need Our special attention? Do we
need any special material or method? The
Connecticut College Alumnae KewI-
answer of the modern watchmanOnthetowfI
must be "yes." You are the victimsofbiolagy,
The ends, personal and social, to aluin
which the woman comes to collegea, re
also the man's but there is a cleardifferencein
the pattern which the woman's life islikelyto
take. The professional woman, for exampl~
will meet not only the normal discouragement
and difficulty of her profession of medicine
law, architecture, or teaching, but addition~
problems because her place in thoseprofes.
sions is more lightly regarded by thecommu-
nity than the man's. She must workharder
for success and the fields of successforher
are narrowed. This has been thrownin reo
lief in the last years and needs no elaben.
tion. I wish that her general, if not herpro-
fessional education were providingherwith
some stabilizing quality, some rationalccur-
age and patience, what not, to meether
special difficulties.
Now for the unprofessional majority.
Though you wiJl not be doctors ocprofessors,
you will often begin by holding payingposi.
tions, jobs of real importance and interet,
You will be intelligent, competent,osefuln
your community. And with youmarriagewiU
occur in a high majority of cases.Itwillinter-
fere with a unified individual life farmore
than in the case of your husbands.Youhave
earned and will repay any assistanceyoucan
get. The college has, I think, two responsi.
bilities if it looks to the pretty certainpattern
of your lives. It must foresee alongwithyou
the special prohlems of the' mother of chilo
dren and it must also foreseewithyouthe
general problem of the broken-In-on life,ilie
life in which the important interestsandreo
sponsibilities are not unified but areentirely
different at different times.
First for the mother's special problems.
While sbe is bearing children and duringth<
early years of their rearing she is meeting
something totaJly unlike anything handedoui
by her earlier experience. I speaknotas a
wife and mother but as an observantdaugh'
ter, sister, and a~nt. My femalerelativeshare
. ·nterest·agreed that the ten to 15 years IS an 1 d
ing experience-a good stretch but a har
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one,Thewoman is likely to have a good deal
of physicaldiscomfort and disability, and
solllesharp crises in childbirth, a good deal
ofconfinementwith immature human beings
_"lumpsof flesh" as Dr. Johnson tenderly
(all, them-a good deal of physical care, sud-
dendemandsfor knowledge of complicated
psychologicalinformation and a 24 hour a day
responsibilitymonth after month. The
woman'scollege should, I believe, make as
full,as authocitative, and as interesting as
possiblefor you who have this ahead of you
thecontentof certain common courses whose
materialwill form a good basis for your needs.
Thesecourses include of course the biological
andphysicalsciences, psychology and philoso-
phy.A great deal of money should be spent
onthesein all women's colleges. The practical
techniquesof care, diet and nursing and the
restI think no college should spend a penny
on!Theychange too fast to be a safe reliance
andthey can be acquired by an intelligent
andsensiblewoman, even an aunt, with rela-
tivespeed.
Second, the general problem; occurring
amongmen but far more common among
women,of preparation for a life in which
thebalance of interests a~d responsibilities
swingsto and fro. For a woman, a time of
relativelyindependent experience will prob-
ablyfollow a time of absorbing attention to
a family.This will later be rather suddenly
replacedby a renewal of free time and free
interest,but the preoccupation, the techniques;
theprofession, the training learned earlier will
be rusty or out of date, and in many cases
shewill find it perplexing to resume the more
independentdirection of her life again. The
collegeshould look ahead to this situation,
I believe,and provide and encourage you in
somestrong personal interest to which you
maybe able to return because its basis is
SO fully and soundly built up in your mind
thatit can survive a long break in your surface
attention.This problem of giving a perma-
nent,usable intellectual interest to you with
the complicated demands and exigencies
whichwe and you know you must meet is
the single most difficult and most important
5
?roblen: which the women's colleges face,
10 my Judgment. We are making slow steps
toward it. It is a great argument for honors
~o~rses, for a major system by whatever name
It IS cal1~d, in a woman's college, a major
system with a full or rich content laid down
by la-:. It is an argument again for presenting
any kind of material to women students by
methods ~hich you can master and apply to
your own intellectual interests later on when
you find yourself unable to turn quickly to
your old sources. It makes the budgeting of
time important, the acquiring of intellectual
exercises, of the use of books, discussion and
certainly of the thinking, reasoning, weighing
of judgment, anything which will keep you
in relation to an old intellectual interest or
enable you to take on new interests developing
from it or balancing it.
This is not all. The residence and environ-
ment of the family will be more often selected
with a view to your husband's interests and
advantages than to yours, and yet in many
cases you will have the greater responsibility
for the family relations in the community. I
think that the college which is training you
with your future in mind should give you as
much responsibility in its small community as
possible without the protection from your
failures or your mistakes, not only in the
academic part of your college experience, but
in its background of social life. It should have
taken advantage of the smaller stage which
the little compact community affords and the
quick comeback of a group of outspoken con-
temporaries to give you a kind of ~ehearsat
for your life in your own commuOlty. You
need for this rehearsal from the college the
utmost personal freedom which it can give,
for it can be supervised profitably only at the
start. You need to understand and yourse~f
to discuss and criticize pro and con academiC
and administrative policies as they affect you.
You need full swing in the management of
every kind of activity into which you can
nter and which I don't need to enumerate.
~ertain practical needs can con~eniently be .at-
rained tao if your family has failed t? provide
them. For by the way, and on the Side some-
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time, the college must try to give you some
way of beginning to earn your living, though
you are not going to be a professional woma~.
Long college holidays can be used for. t.hIS,
for some acguaintance with typewntlOg,
account-keeping, with the various athletic and
domestic and artistic skills which will be use-
ful to you and in your community. And, last
of all, the college itself should try to develop
by its own example, by propaganda among its
alumna- and its clientele the part-time job
for salary or wages, and the responsible volun-
teer job, so that its earlier students returning
to an outside interest or duty after absence
from it shall find the first steps, and indeed
the final outcome, not impossibly difficult.
What you have to say to all this I can't,
unfortunately, stop to ask, but I hope some
day I shall know. My own platform I shall put
again in three sentences.
The general ends and outlines which the
women's colleges have borrowed from their
brothers should, I think, remain, or if they
change, only change along with their models.
But the woman student must have special help
in adapting herself to her special pattern for
which naturalJy the men who don't know it
have not provided. Certain specific theory
may he! p her when the wife and mother
problems are most hectic. But her balance in
the recovery will be best found and main-
tained, and she will be saved for immense use
to the community, if the college helps her to
141 DEGREES CONFERRED
ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY·ONE
degrees were awarded at the 19th com-
mencement exercises at Connecticut Collece
this June. One hundred and thirty-seven of
these were bachelor of arts degrees conferred
upon the members of the class of 1937. Four
were master of arts degrees awarded to gradu-
ate students in several fields.
. The exercises were held in the quadrangle
Instead of the outdoor theater as planned be-
cause of the rainy weather.
. The commencement speaker was Dr. Mar-
Ian Edwards Park, president of Bryn Mawr
learn how to start and stop, forget andrecall
break off and take up, pull herself out by h,;
own bootstraps.
Let the women's colleges say a quickgood.
bye then to methods which inculcatedepend.
ence, like onerous lecture systems, or which
scatter interest, like short, unconnected
courses. Welcome to the major subject,the
honors courses, anything which forcesworkat
an advanced level, accustoms the young
woman to some modicum of thinking, carries
her experience forward into some knowledge
of the complications, discouragements and
powers of knowledge and of method. Good-
bye to the regulation on freedom and thecon-
fining traditions which exist beyond themini-
mum democracy and common sense need.
Goodbye to the gentlemen's C degree andany
college red tape which establishes it as desir-
able, and welcome to any requirementsfor
admission to college or for work therewhich
bring maturity to birth and a civilizedpoint
of view. The colleges for men have sometimes
turned out sophomores for life, and so have
we, and our duty for the future is to make
arrested development a less possiblephenome-
non. Welcome to experimentation, to thecol-
leges who are trying it and the studentswho
carry its practice beyond the little worldthey
leave today. By putting together our grainsof
sand we may build for women and so for
human society a better foundation on which
to meet the future.
College. The degrees were conferred byPresi-
dent Katharine Blunt.
The exercises opened with an invocation
by the Rev. Paul F. Laubenstein of thecollege
faculty. The choir sang two selectionsunder
the direction of Dr. J. Lawrence Erb, after
which Dr. Park delivered the commencement
address. The choir again sang before thecon-
ferring of the degrees by President Blunt.
Honors and prizes were announced following
the conferring of the degrees.
Commencement honors were announcedas
follows:
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Classof 1937-M. Louise Cook, Evelyn
G. Miller,J. BlancheMapes, Pearl Myland.
Classof 1938-Doris L. Bacon, Gladys E.
Klippel, MarjorieP. Hanson, Anne Oppcn-
~fim.
FINAL HONORS
Highonors-M. Louise Cook.
Honors-J. Blanche Mapes, Evelyn G.
Miller,PearlC. Myland, Elizabeth E. Schu-
mann, DorisA. Wheeler.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS
Chemistry-ElizabethE. Murray.
FineArts-Ranice Birch.
German-EdithAgranovitch.
ANNUAL HONORS
Classof 1937-Edith I. Agranovitch, Eve-
linG. Miller,LucyBarrera, Elizabeth E. Mur·
ny,VirginiaBelden, Pearl C. Myland, M.
7
Louise Cook, Elizabeth E Schuma J
F
l . nn, ane
annery, Doris A. Wheeler
Class of 1938-00ris L. Bacon, Myrtle
Levine, Helen R. Feldman May A N I. .." e son,
Elizabeth M. Fielding Winifred H N'. . ' . les,
Mat) one P. Hanson, Anne Oppenheim
Gladys E. Klippel. '
Class of 1939-Marjorie O. Abrahams
Thelma M. Gilkes, Clarinda M. Burr, Muriei
Hall, Eunice M. Carmichael, Virginia Taber.
Class of 1940-Sybil P. Bindloss, Laeita
Pollock, Miriam F. Brooks, Dorothy E. Row-
and, Helen S. Burnham Ruth Ward Ruth A
Gill, E. Marguerite Whittaker, FI~rence J:
McKemie.
The president then made her annual state-
ment in which she outlined the progress of
the college during the past year and described
some of its plans and hopes for the future.
A hymn foJlowed by the benediction brought
the exercises to a close.
M,A. DEGREECONFERRED ON FOUR GRADUATE STUDENTS
THE degreeof master of ads was conferred
uponfour graduate students at the Con-
necticutCollegecommencement exercises this
June
MissJane1. Garrettson of Michigan City,
Ind., receivedher degree in sociology. She was
graduatedfrom Smith College in 1933 and
cameto ConnecticutCollege the following
yearasanassistantin the department of social
~ience.Shewill remain at the college as an
nsructot in the same department next
r~r
MissJean1. Pennock of Philadelphia won
herdegreeinhistoryand political science. She
gradualedfrom Connecticut College in 1933
roddevotedmore than a year following her
graduationto social service in Philadelphia.
She returned to Connecticut College as a
graduate fellow and part-time assistant in
history and political science in 1935.
Miss Beatrice Scheer of Rochelle Park, N,J.,
did research work in growth hormones for her
degree. She graduated from Barnard College
in 1934 and has been at Connecticut College
as an assistant in botany for the past two
and one-half years. Next year she will be a
research assistant at the University of Michi-
gan.
Miss Dorothy E. Lobb of Kansas City, Mo ..
received her degree in chemistry. She is a
graduate of Wellesley College in the class of
1935. During the past two years she has been
a graduate fellow and part-time assistant in
chemistry at Connecticut College.
A NEW VENTURE
ha theWashingtonChapter announces that it has gone into the magazine busi~~~S, th~rb~~rru~~~;~nr~
Iun~St~alumna:housewives the perfect excuse for turning down door to dODdS1:ICI ors. e~ sub~criptjons
andr by one of ~he.l~ading magazine agencies in the countrv. Please~eC TI YOr~~e~dswill go to the
~l enewalsto: Virginia Stevenson 3421 Newark Street, Washmgton, .' re p
, umn;e Association. '
BACCALAUREATE SERMON
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BECAUSE the preacher was wise, he taughtthe people knowledge," Ecclesiastes 12 :9,
"Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall
make you free," John 8:32,
It is commonly assumed that a baccalaure-
ate sermon should have something to say
about education and something about life.
I shall make little use of either of these terms,
yet I will not altogether ignore the presumable
interest of my hearers in what those terms
stand for. Addressing myself primarily to
the members of the graduating class I may
assume, I suppose, that having been exposed
for most of your lives to the educational proc-
ess you are at least mildly interested in what
education has done and may yet do for you,
whether you think of it as now finished or as
only fairly begun.
But I am sure I may count upon your inter-
est in life, an interest no longer merely mild
but keen and vivid, in what its unfolding
future may have in store and make possible
for you in the way of experience and achieve-
ment. But instead of indulging in generalities
about education and life, I will take science
as involved in education and religion as an
element of life, and ask you to consider once
more something of what science and religion
have meant and may yet mean to each other.
Science and religion in their mutual rela-
tions in the recent past and present exhibit
a series of stages of progress which we may
designate as the stage of conflict, the stage
of conciliation, and the stage of cooperation.
Roughly speaking, these three in the order
given are characteristic of the past, the present
and the future relations of science to religion
and religion to science, although the stage of
conflict cannot be said to be wholly past and
the stage of cooperation may be recognized as
having fairly begun.
The stage of conflict, so largely a matter of
history, has been described in detail in books
bearing such titles as "The Conflict Between
Science and Religion," "A History of the
Warfare Between Science and Theology, and
~ ...._-------
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Landmarks in the Struggle Between Science
and Religion." In this conflict sciencehas
seemed to religion to be the aggressor, and
to be bent on the destruction of priceless
traditional values. To men of science,on the
other hand, the spokesmen of religion have
seemed to be obstructing progress, not onlyin
the gaining of knowledge of reality but also
in the production of new practical valuesfor
humanity. In the early dawn of modern sci-
ence the new astronomy cast doubt upon the
church's traditional doctrine of heaven, hell,
and purgatory, viewed as being essentially
definite places rather than as possibilitiesof
experience here and hereafter.
Such controversies as those concernedwith
the relation of Genesis to geology and espe-
cially to the evolution theory in biologytend-
ed to break down the traditional belief in a
Bible miraculously preserved from all errorin
all its parts. Scientific historical criticismof
traditional documents and dogmas under-
mined still further traditional external author-
ity in religion. Psychology and the scienceof
religion imposed further limits upon beliefin
the supernatural. Not a few began to saywith
the anthropologist Frazer, that as religionhad
displaced magic in the attempt to controlna-
ture, so it was to be expected that religionin
turn would have to give way and eventually
disappear before the rapid march of science.
Not only was every claim of special revels-
tion, past or present, viewed with scepticism;
even the fundamental tenets of natural reli-
gion-God, freedom and immortality-were
disputed in the name of science, empiricism
and the universal reign of law.
Many teachers of science went so far in
denying in the name of science beliefs which
are fundamental not only to religion but to
moral responsibility itself, that it is not
strange that reaction was aroused or that it
went to unjustified extreme. The papal con-
demnation of modernism and the fundamen-
talist movement among conservative Protes-
tants were typical expressions of the most
c-,"necti!f/t CotlegeAlumnae News-"",'tur.U alarm so widely felt. The campaign
,vinsllhelearhing of evnlution, led by Wil·
~~JenningsBryan and culminating in the
famousScopes trial, wasmotivated by fear of
50Cialconsequencesof the .Nietzschean and
~pposedlyDarwinian doctrine that racial
progresscanonly be secured by means of a
~eliberateruthlessstruggle for existence and
the supposedconsequent survival of the
rhysiQlly and mentally fittest. In the disas-
trOusWorldWar, it was claimed, the legiti-
mateconsequencesof Darwinism were to be
\fl:n,Theconservativereaction of scientifi-
callyuneducated----orunscientifically educated
-nen ofreligionagainst religiously indiffer-
tnt teachersof science went to absurd and
~eplorablelengths,but in its original motiva-
tionitwasnot wholly without justification.
II shouldbe noted, however, that the con-
fuct generallyreferred to as the warfare be-
tweenscienceand religion is not really that,
but ratherthe strife caused either by men of
siac going beyond their own legitimate
~hereand encroaching dogmatically upon
iliedomainof religion or by a similar dog-
lIlltictrespassingof representatives of reli-
~onuponthe legitimate territory of descrip-
ore science.When the conservative theolo-
~an,in order to safeguard the belief in a
God creativelyat work in the universe, past
andpresent,undertakes to deny some of the
mostsurelyestablished results and most
"mnable and verifiable hypotheses of bio-
logical,psychologicaland sociological science,
hecommitsa serioustrespass upon the domain
lndagainstthe rights of his scientific neigh-
o,r. Againstsuch blind religious leaders of
ilieblind,especially those among them who
oughttohaveknown better, we may use the
propheticword of Jeremiah, speaking in the
TIJrneof the lord:
"I havenot sent these prophets, yet they
ran.I havenot spoken to them, yet they
prophesied.I sent them not neither have I
commandedthem, neither s;aRe unto them.
They prophesy unto you a false vision and
~lv1Qation,a thing of nought and the deceit
Ol;beirheart... (Jer. 23:21; 14:14).
undarly,the trouble is often caused by
-I' do SCIenceadvancing a rather crude an
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ill. considered materialistic and atheistic natur-
alism, which can never be more than an un-
verified philosophical theory, as if it were the
fully verified conclusion of empirical science.
Such "oppositions of science falsely so-called"
are probably at the present time at least as
serious an obstacle to an understanding be-
tween the representatives of science and those
of religion as anything that is being said
nowadays in the name of religion.
When will it 'be seen that true science and
true religion can never be enemies? They both
have an ultimate interest in truth, and when
they come to know the truth, the truth will
make them free from mutual strife, among
other things. The irreconcilable conflict, often
supposed to be between science and religion,
is really a battle on two fronts, namely that
between true science and the superstitions of
an out-worn, semi-magical religion, and that
between true religion and the negative dog-
mas of materialistic: or positivistic philosophy
falsely claiming to be logically involved in
the verified results of empirical science. It is
high time that someone called a foul against
those theological dogmatists who attack sci-
ence in the supposed interest of religion and
those equally dogmatic men of science who
seek the destruction of religion as if that
were the only way to the full liberation of
science. Both have been playing "offside" for
a very long time.
The truth is, however, that in many and
ever-widening circles conflict has given place
to conciliation in the mutual relations of sci-
ence and religion. Not only has a truce been
called; provisions for permanent neutrality
and against any future participation in such
fruitless warfare have received favorable con-
sideration. A policy generally favored is one
whereby it would be agreed that science. will
never send her armed forces into the rerntory
of religion in return for religion's promise not
to attempt to interfere with any of the. opera-
tions of science within her own domain.
And there are not wanting signs that we
are about to pass beyond the stage ~f mere
conciliations, neutrality and compro~(se, ~nd
to enter into the final stage of cooperat'cr'
d I·' n True sCIence 15between science an re tgl0 .
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no enemy of true religion, but .a friend, if
often a friend in disguise, espeoally at first.
Science is one of the great teachers of reli-
gion, whose lessons are none the less impor-
tant because so many of the first lessons must
needs be negative. If we would learn what to
believe and what to do, we must be ready to
learn what not to believe and what not to do.
Herbert Spencer's formula for the recon-
ciliation of science and religion fails to do
justice to the theoretical value of religion a,od
thus to the possbility of cooperation between
science and religion in the construction of a
world view. Even physical science' is being
led, especially in recent years, to results which
have important positive value for religion as
well as for science itsel f. The combination of
rationality of form with creativity of process
in the constitution of the cosmos suggests to
the metaphysically minded scientist a primor-
dial casual principle at once mathematically
minded and creative of novelty, and thus one
which religion tends to identify with the God
of its ultmiate dependence and faith. If we
may adopt a religious interpretation of scien-
tific discovery as being in some real sense
natural revelation of God's truth, it can be
said that both in the stage of conflict, when
Huxley was contending for evolution against
the bishops, and in this stage of the beginning
of cooperation, when scientific interpreters of
nature seem at times to be outdoing theo-
logians in making contributions to religious
metaphysics, the pioneers and spokesmen of
science have been conspicuous among the
prophets of true religion.
But what is perhaps most important in this
~heor.etical cooperation of science and religian
IS neither the substitution of new secular sci-
entific knowledge for discredited theological
do~ma nor ev~n. the enrichment and strength-
~nlOg of ~ religIOUS view of the world by the
IOtr~ductl~n of ne.wly discovered supporting
considerations. It IS rather, if I am not mis-
tak~n~ :what is made possible in the way of
exhibiting the scientific truth of certain funda-
m~nta.1 religious beliefs and teachings when
SCientific method is definitely introduced into
the field f ,..o re igrous experience itself. "Be-
~1IIIiIIIIII _
cause the preacher was wise, he taughtthe
people knowledge," we read in Ecclesiastes.
And if the preacher of religion todaywould
be wise, he must give the people scientifically
verifiable information with reference toWhl1
is dependably experiencable, and on whatCon-
ditions, in the realm of religion itself.The
religious teacher must come to be ableto
speak with scientifically expert authority00
what kind of religious adjustment andpractice
is dependably good for something.
I do not mean to say that all of theoretically
reasonable or practically essential religiousbe.
lief can be reduced to scientific form. Idonot
think it can. Our religious belief will remain
in large part a religious institution, faith,or
philosophy, other than fully verified Or si-
entific knowledge. But it may neverthelessbe
very important, not only theoretically butprac·
tically, that we transform as much of our
religious thinking into verified religious
knowledge as critical thought and religious
experience together make possible.
Not only at this particular point, butmore
generally, the cooperation of religion andsci-
ence promises to be of the greatest practical
importance. Science and religion must co-
operate, not only for the construction of a
truer and more satisfactory world view; itis
perhaps even more important that theyco-
operate for the construction of a betterand
more satisfactory world order. Nothing is
more important today than the cooperationof
science and religion for world salvation.If the
world is to be adequately or even tolerablJ'
delivered from evil and from impendingdis-
aster, there must be a spiritual revolutionin
multitudes of individual lives, such as can
only come in adequate degree throughvilal
ethical religion; and there must alsobe.a
radical reconstruction of the social order,JD-
dustrial economic political and internationl!,
along :thical and' cooperative lines. And.as
one who is perhaps the world's greatest.mls-
sionary today 'has recently said, neithersc~ence
without religion nor religion without SCIt!1Cf
will save the world; it will take the best
efforts of science and religion workingto-
gether.
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which the seniors and alumnse took part. The
seniors, in caps and gowns, were escorted by
an honor guard of juniors wearing white, who
carried the traditional laurel chain. The alum-
ore groups were variously attired with their
class colors displayed in many novel fashions.
They descended the aboretum steps and
marched to the theatre. Here the first event
was the planting of the ivy by Margaret Coul-
ter of New Rochelle, N.Y., student chairman
of commencement. The class gift was then
presented. Emroy Carlough of Allendale,
N.}", president of the senior class, presented
the class mascot, bronze placques for the
college entrance gates, bearing the nam~ of
the institution and the date of its founding.
An unusual and beautiful feature of t1~e
. s a presentation of a pre-clasSIC
exercises wa
suite by the modern dance group. Choreog-
raphy was by Miss Elizabeth Hartshorn of
~mb~rsoftheCon~ect.i(UtCollege Press. Board are regular correspondents for newspapers in Connecticut.
~ .eepthe public informed concernmg college activities and promote campus enterprises through
pu1.lClt~ progr:ms. Left to right: Bernice Parker, '37, Bridgeport; Priscilla Cole, '37, Norwich;
Doris \'\ heeler,37,Rutherford, N.J. ; Nancy Burke, '37, LowelJ, Mass.
CLASS DAY
CL~SS DAY exercises, one of the most
picturesqueof the commencement week
eventsat Connecticut College, took place in
the Outdoortheatre in the arboretum with a
largenumber of parents and friends of the
graduatingstudents and others in attendance.
Idealweather prevailing, and the foliage
andflowersin the arboretum at their loveli-
est, thesetting for the exercises was exception-
allybeautiful. The thousand laurel plants
whIChbo d th .r er e steps leading from the
entranceto the lake were in full bloom.
Th . 'e gift from the graduating class to the
college of $1400 for books for the Palmer
lIbrary W f '.as one 0 the outstanding features of
Ihe cxasi Th .JOn. e presentation was made by
ElsieTho fmpson a Rosbank N Y chalfrnan
of the class gift committee to President
KatharineBlunt. '
The exercises began with a procession in
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the physical education department and W~ni-
fred Valentine, '38, of Shelton. Those raking
part in the dances were: Mildred Garnett. of
Evanston, Ill.; Marion Littlefield of Natick,
R.I.; Mary Reynolds of Brooklyn; Jeanette
Dawless of Hamden; Winifred Valentine of
Shelton; Mary Corrigan of Perry, Ohio; Mar-
garet Aymar of Wood cliffe Lake, N.J.; Ruth
Earle of Englewood, N.J.; Katherine Andrus
of Bradford; Margaret Ross of Massillon,
Ohio; Jane Flannery of Berlin; Lucinda Kirk-
man of Brooklyn; and Eleanor Robertson of
Manchester.
Scenes from Shakespeare's "The Merchant
of Venice" were presented by the senior class
together with Wig and Candle, the college
dramatic club, under the direction of Mrs.
Josephine Hunter Ray. The cast for the per-
formance included: Elizabeth Gould, '40, of
Albany; Helen Biggs, '40, of Hamden; Ruth
Kellogg, '39, of Short Hills, N.J.; Dorothy
Haney, '37, of Washington, D.C.; Helen
Maxwell, '38, of Pelham Manor, N.Y.; Mari-
an Adams, '37, of St. Louis, Mo.: Elizabeth
Taylor, '37, of Bridgeport; Louise Cook, '37,
of Westerly, R.I.; Theodora Hobson, '37, of
New York City; Cornelia Tillotson, '37, of
Boston; Barabara Lawrence, '38, of New Lon-
don; Jean Sincere, '40, of Highland Park,
III.; Rose Soukop, '40, of New York City;
and Harriet Rice, '40, of New London.
The art committee in charge of the' play
consisted of Elizabeth Hamblin, '37, of Provi-
dence, chairman; Marion Littlefield of Natick
R.I.; Elizabeth Taylor of Bridgeport; Glovett;
Beckwith-Ewell of West Hartford· and
Lucinda Kairkman of Brooklyn, N.Y. The
music was arranged by Dorothy Leu, '39, of
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Preceding the class day exercises, the an-
nual luncheon given by the trustees to the
members of the graduating class and alumnse
was held in Thames hall. Harrison B. Freema~
of Ha.rtford, chairman of the board, presided.
Greetings were given the group by Mrs, Janet
Crawford How, president of the alumna:as.
sociation. President Blunt spoke briefly,Mar.
ion Nichols Arnold, representing the class
of 1932 which held its fifth reunion,andLois
Penny Stephenson, representing the classof
1927 which held its tenth reunion,wereon
the speaking program. Miss AgnesLeahy of
the class of 1921, who is an alumnatrustee,
was the principal speaker.
Saturday morning the annual meetingof
the alumnae association was held in Fanning
hall. Reports of the officers and committee
chairmen were submitted. There wasnoe«.
tion of officers, the association officerserving
for two years in succession.
A fe~ture of the meeting was the descrip-
tion by Kathryn Moss, executive secretaryof
the association, of the new alumna relations
committee which was created this spring,She
said: •
"The alumnae relations committeecom-
posed of three representatives of theboardof
trustees, and three alumnse chosen fromthe
alumnae body at large has been formedforthe
purpose of discussing college affairsandpoli-
cies in which all alumne are interested,the
size of the college, the admissionplanofthe
college, faculty tenure, faculty and student
housing, the academic standards of thecollege
and many other fundamental matters.
"Such a committee marks a new erain
college-alumnse relations in that it offersthe
alumne an opportunity to be of realhelp
and influence in college education, it indicates
that we are entering upon a phasewherethe
alumne can be of assistance educationallyas
well as financially to the college."
That evening members of the classesof
1927, 1932, 1934, and 1936 had their".
union banquets.
The seniors in cap and gown gatheredat
9: 30 for their last sing on the PalmerLibrary
steps. They were led by the collegesong
leader, Doris A. Wheeler, of Rutherford,
NJ.
I I
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fREEDBUT NOT YET FREE*
INTHESE troubled and confused days itisa familiar complaint that our world is
tchaos.Certainly all is not so well with us
• wecould wish. But, why shouldn't life
todaybe a chaos"? Almost every one of the
forces that since the sixteenth century have
beenshaping us has been a force that in one
wayor another makes for disintegration.
Secularism is a contemporary force tending
to supplant religion. A religious order such
asMedievalismbrought into partial reality
wasa unity because in it there was a supreme
andintegrating set of values that all men
acknowledged;but a secular order is inherent-
lyajumble of a thousand different and (00-
llidinginterests, each of them dominant in
thelifeof some Tom, Dick, or Harry.
Again,democracy is a force supplanting
aristocracy.An aristocratic world is one where
the classesowe something to the rnasses and,
!Job/meoblige, acknowledge the debt, and
wherethemasses give loyalty to their superi-
015; but democracy as it has so far worked
outmeans little more than a demoralizing
schemeof things in which individuals and
mobsmayscramble for special preference.
Again, nationalism is a force replacing'
world empire. A world empire is at least a
uni~;whereas a loose aggregation of some
sixtysovereign, proud, and aspiring national-
isticstatesis a chaos by invitation.
Finally,industry and business are forces
todayshunting art and thought to the peri-
pheryof life. A philosophic and artistic social
~rder,such as Athens at her best represented,
IS anorderwhere men are too much absorbed
inthehigher, non-competitive values which
~mayshare to squabble over money or pres-
tige.Orother merely personal interests; but a
buSinesscivilization such as we have today,
~hereevery man is set against every other
In competition for private gain, is reaching
oultheright hand of fellowship to disaster.
Why shouldn't our world be a chaos? The
! "Reprinted from Journal of Adult Education.
"pril, 1933.
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motives that for four hundred years have
been shaping us are disintegrating ones,
II
It would be false, of course, to assert that
we of the twentieth century are not in many
ways superior to the Greeks, the Romans,
or the men of the Middle Ages. We are
stronger and longer-lived; we have immeasur-
ably better living conditions; disease has been
conquered to a great extent; suffering of a
gross, physical sort has been reduced to a
minimum; the slavery of man to man has
been in its cruder forms all but eliminated in
civilized lands; the hours of daily toil have
been shortened and the work lightened; -and
we have obtained control over natural forces
that makes man akin to the miracle-working
gods. We all realize that these things are true,
but the fact remains that the very forces that
have furnished modern men with their pur·
poses and ideals and have absorbed their
whole attention hive brought disintegration
to the social order. Why?
The answer should, it seems, be clear to
anyone who is familiar with the development
of our Western civilization. Indeed, it stares
us in the face. We of the modern world have
declared ourselves to be-by grace of the
intellectual and spiritual emancipation
brought by the Renaissance, the Reformation,
and modern science-free and equal human
beings each entitled to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. And what 1S .wrong w~th
that idea? What connection does It have With
the chaos of today? The connection lies ~n
the truth that freed men are 1101 l1ecessartly
free men. Freedom from church, from state,
from a supernatural moral law m.ay mean not
a world of cooperative human belllgs, matur.e
enough to substitute self-discipline for arb~.
I horirv: it may mean antr-tracy externa aut Of! y,
social individualism, legalized a.narchy. It may
mean a world where freedom IS only selfish-
I . where men confuseness and law essness, . .
h
. ki for the truth with thlOk,ng for
t 10 109
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themselves, that is, as they please; where the
unadmitted slogan for competitive individuals
and competitive nations is "Every man for
himself and the Devil take aU but our per-
sonal f fiends."
We have attempted to legislate men into
righteousness. We have tried to declare men
into freedom. We have sought to gain liberty
by fighting. But declarations do not rnaka
free men, nor do constitutions, nor do wars.
Freedom is not a gift. It is not a verbal
achievement. It is a hard-won, individual,
ethical acquisition. It is conquest of self, vic-
tory over ignorance and prejudice and in-
difference and self-centered emotions. It is
more subtle and at the same time far more
arduous than traditional morality. Yet both
for individual and for social salvation it must
be attained, the conquest must be attempted,
the victory must be sought. When we begin
really to understand this we shall be in a
position to make a world and not a chaos. S:J
far we are culturally little better than children,
wasting ourselves as nations, and as individu-
als within nations, in jealous and unenlight-
ened bickering instead of working together
for mature ends. Our troubles arise today
from the intellectual and spiritual liberation
of individuals not prepared for liberty, not
willing to assume social responsibility nor
seeing what it means, not disciplined to be
thoughtful; in short, not equipped for cor-
porate life in a modern world.
III
\-What can be done about our present situa-
tion? There is only one thing that can be
done about it-we must educate ourselves.
It is education that we need; not simply more
training to do in the same ways the same
things that are now endangering our social
order; not teaching or learning blind accept-
ance of the status q"o in the name of patriot-
....._------
ism or citizenship, or in the spirit of Babbitry
or pseudo-humility; not the acquisition of an
ineffectual culture that repudiates real life;
not mere instruction in the game of getting
on in the world; not any nor all of these
things; but education. We need education
that brings enlightenment; an appreciative
understanding of our human world; a sober-
ing sense of individual responsibility; a glori-
ous sense of sharing in the corporate life of
humanity, past, present, and to come.
Making men fit to be free is one of the
chief functions of the school and the college
today. There are no rules or formulas for
doing this task; it can not be accomplished
by tomorrow or next year; but there is sound
reason for believing that it can be done.
Education working with religion can trans-
form the present race of individuals, now
utterly at the mercy of the temporal and the
changing, into a race of men with roots in
the Eternal. Education working through the
home can take fear and greed out of men's
souls and replace them with confidence and
altruism. Education working through the
school and college can temper impulse and
caprice and self-love in men and develop in
them a discipline of reason that will make
possible cooperation and foresight. Education
working in the adult world can teach men the
superior satisfaction of non-competitive values
-the appreciation of beauty, the pursuit of
knowledge and understanding, the integra.
tion of character, the disinterested service of
humanity; it can reveal the illusory qualities
of many of the competitive values. Ed!lcation,
in fine, can make men fit to be free.
Is this too much to expect of the educative
process? It may be. But it is, in any case,what
the educator of today is beginning, for the
first time, to see clearly as his main task and
to plan for. It is the challenge that a chaotic
world of individuals, freed but not yet free,
presents to education .
c
�~WITOR RUMINATES
V
ELL,this is in a sense a Commence-
\ roentissue, bearing the admonitions of
,~iseonesto those who are just starting,
;n1iDcsofthose of our Alma Mater chooses
:tonal, and the reflections of some who
\f(rher course. What, why, and whither
V1IlectieutCollege? Or words to that effect.
,:d:liS usinto a reflective mood.
~~ea[er mindedof our own state of mind
j beforethe academic tassel was flipped
.JD5\ ourheated brow. It was an important
_nt, provocative of mud) oration and
.ttjl reflection on the fundamental scheme
iiliing5. We thought so anyway. We took
~Ulgs seriously in those days. We had a
":01[([ of things to say about the true
Imctionof a liberal arts college and the
~eJlectuallife.It had been our intention to
¥ndfour years discovering the vastness of
~~efiddbefore lis-four years of good read-
~~,~oodmusic, good art, perhaps a bit' of
JtltI\'e endeavor. Had we found what we
llught?In a loud voice we answered no. We
I", vern bitt b . di . h.J 1 er a out It en 109 With t e
t&phatic generalization that many thousand
~llushad brought only a dozen or so new
,O.d5 d f-r-an a ter all one could have made
I<wf·, nends right at home. And a gray-beard
."I,jb '1 .ene ° ently at our ravings and mur-
~[,j"Ab
J , youth, youth 1"
NO!lonbk ,.. g ac we heard a 37 seruor also
lalng 1• e 0quent over her forthcoming Com-
.:.trlcement.Excitedly she avowed that the
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fostering of the intellectual life is the func-
tion of the liberal arts college. Shehad pur-
sued our own major-following in Ourfoot-
steps, as it were-and there was a familiar
ring to her comments. She submittedthat four
years of swing music, Alfred lord Tennyson,
and child psychology had little to do with
the intellectual life, "Job? Huh' I'll probably
have to teach school! You know, you were
lucky to have been here before everything
went luxurious. You really lived in yourdirty
old rooms in Brandford. We don't. This is
just a country dub, You don't find people
arguing about religion and music andpainting
and-s-Oh, the only thing they ever talk about
is sex-sex-sex! You don't know howlucky
you were!" So we smiled benevolentlyand
murmured, "Ah, youth, youth!"
But it occurs to us that it's a long time
since we've argued about anything in particu-
lar. We can't even get decently exercisedover
the social revolution-past, present, or future.
And we are pessimistic. We've evenendorsed
the rank heresy that the majority of college
women are using their talents to best advan-
tage in a country club.
In a week or so we shall go down to the
shore where all our former cronies will be
gathered. The session will start with delighted
shrieks and in all probability end with same.
Our topics of conversation will be simple.
X is still teaching school. Y is stillwaitingfor
Bill. And Z is worried about Junior's crooked
teeth. Generally speaking we will haveawon-
derful time, and the social revolutionwillbe
mentioned only in connection with the rising
cost of lamp chops. Unless the partyis acom-
plete washout we shall certainly get around
to do_you_remembering-but our memories
will be of the sunset or the river or howsilly
Z looked sitting in the middle of the flower
bed. We remember when these reunionswere
planned. They were to be milestones-a
chance for us to get together and compare
developments.
Well, Commencement numbers and re-
union reflections-colleges and countryclubs.
Drat that senior anyway! Perhaps it really
doesn't matter. After all, the point is that
this issue is months late now and this space
had to be filled, Ah, youth, youthl
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